We show that a temporal soliton can induce resonant radiation by three-wave mixing nonlinearities. This constitutes a new class of resonant radiation whose spectral positions are parametrically tunable. The experimental verification is done in a periodically poled lithium niobate crystal, where a femtosecond near-IR soliton is excited and resonant radiation waves are observed exactly at the calculated soliton phase-matching wavelengths via the sum-and difference-frequency generation nonlinearities. This extends the supercontinuum bandwidth well into the mid-IR to span 550-5000 nm and the mid-IR edge is parametrically tunable over 1000 nm by changing the three-wave mixing phase-matching condition. The results are important for bright and broadband supercontinuum generation and for frequency comb generation in quadratic nonlinear microresonators. Phase-mismatched (cascaded) three-wave mixing (3WM) in quadratic nonlinear crystals can generate a negative self-defocusing Kerr-like nonlinearity [19, 20] , and when a temporal soliton is excited [21] this gives octave-spanning supercontinua [22] [23] [24] [25] that are filament free [26] [27] [28] [29] . So far, only RR waves generated by the cascaded self-defocusing SPM effect have been verified [27] [28] [29] . In this Letter we show that a new class of RR waves exist in quadratic nonlinear crystals, induced by the soliton through the 3WM processes sum-frequency generation (SFG, A 2 ) and difference-frequency generation (DFG, A * A). These RR waves contribute coherently to the supercontinuum, making it brighter and more broadband, and remarkably their center wavelengths Figure 1 . Supercontinuum recorded for λ0 = 1.75 µm and I0 = 150 GW/cm 2 , using a 10 mm PPLN with Λ = 30.0 µm; the experimental data (thick red) are directly compared to a numerical simulation (thin light red) and calculated higherorder quasi-phase matching resonances (dashed lines). The power-spectral densities (PSDs) are normalized to the peak input PSD, and so that the average output power matches the input power. The top plot shows the theoretical RR phasematching conditions to the soliton using λs = 1.68 µm. ZDW: zero-dispersion wavelength (1.92 µm).
The temporal optical soliton is quite remarkable: While often desired because it retains its form despite dispersive effects [1] , perturbing the perfect solitary shape may also lead to phase-matching of a so-called resonant radiation (RR) wave [2] (also known as soliton-induced optical Cherenkov radiation [3] ). RR waves are today considered a coherent source of laser radiation [4] , in particular for supercontinuum generation [5] where they contribute coherently for extending the supercontinuum bandwidth, as well as in ultrashort pulse generation in the UV and the mid-IR [6] [7] [8] [9] . Traditionally RR waves are generated by four-wave mixing (4WM) through the Kerr self-phase modulation (SPM) term |A| 2 A [10] [11] [12] . Recently other non-standard 4WM terms were shown to support RR waves, namely the conjugate SPM term |A| 2 A * [13] [14] [15] [16] and third-harmonic generation term A 3 [17, 18] .
Phase-mismatched (cascaded) three-wave mixing (3WM) in quadratic nonlinear crystals can generate a negative self-defocusing Kerr-like nonlinearity [19, 20] , and when a temporal soliton is excited [21] this gives octave-spanning supercontinua [22] [23] [24] [25] that are filament free [26] [27] [28] [29] . So far, only RR waves generated by the cascaded self-defocusing SPM effect have been verified [27] [28] [29] . In this Letter we show that a new class of RR waves exist in quadratic nonlinear crystals, induced by the soliton through the 3WM processes sum-frequency generation (SFG, A 2 ) and difference-frequency generation (DFG, A * A). These RR waves contribute coherently to the supercontinuum, making it brighter and more broadband, and remarkably their center wavelengths Figure 1 . Supercontinuum recorded for λ0 = 1.75 µm and I0 = 150 GW/cm 2 , using a 10 mm PPLN with Λ = 30.0 µm; the experimental data (thick red) are directly compared to a numerical simulation (thin light red) and calculated higherorder quasi-phase matching resonances (dashed lines). The power-spectral densities (PSDs) are normalized to the peak input PSD, and so that the average output power matches the input power. The top plot shows the theoretical RR phasematching conditions to the soliton using λs = 1.68 µm. ZDW: zero-dispersion wavelength (1.92 µm).
are parametrically tunable by adjusting only the 3WM phase-matching conditions, giving an additional control over the supercontinuum often lacking in the 4WM RR case. Here we show direct experimental proof of 3WM RR waves excited by an IR soliton in a periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystal (Fig. 1) . The SFG and DFG RR waves are observed, and we demonstrate how their center wavelengths can be strongly tuned by changing the 3WM phase-matching conditions. The DFG RR wave in particular provides a tunable extension of the supercontinuum well into the mid-IR (4.0-5.5 µm range, important for ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy).
In order to describe these novel RR waves the nonlinear terms cannot be truncated, which implies resolving the electric field on a carrier level. We use the nonlinear analytic envelope equation [17, 30] , whose formalism conveniently retains an envelope-like equation. The χ (2) -χ (3) nonlinear dynamics at the pump frequency ω 1 is described in a single equation of the e-polarized pump envelope A in the co-moving reference frame (ζ, τ ) [31] [32] [33] i∂ ζ A +D ω1 A = − κ (2) Self-steepening terms and delayed Raman effects [31] are here neglected as they do not influence the following phase-matching analysis. The nonlinear parameters are κ (2) ∝ χ (2) and κ (3) ∝ χ (3) , related to quadratic and cubic nonlinear terms, respectively. The operator D ω1 = m=2 m! −1 k m (ω 1 )(i∂ τ ) m accounts for dispersion in time domain, where k m (ω) = d m k(ω)/dω m are the higher-order dispersion coefficients. The dispersion is conveniently evaluated exactly in frequency domain as
for the phase-group-velocity mismatch (carrier-envelope phase slip), where v g = 1/k 1 (ω 1 ) is the pump group velocity and v p = c/n(ω 1 ) is the pump phase velocity. Finally, the + sign implies that only the positive frequency content of the nonlinear term is used [30] .
The equations will support a number of RR phasematching conditions between a soliton at frequency ω s (without loss of generality we can take ω s = ω 1 ) and a "dispersive" (i.e., non-solitonic) RR wavẽ
These were found by inserting the ansatz A(ζ, τ ) = F s (τ )e iqs ζ + g(ζ, τ ) [34] into Eq. (1) [33] . Here, F s (τ )e iqs ζ is the exact nonlinear solution when taking into account only the SPM nonlinearity and GVD, F s is the soliton envelope, q s is the soliton nonlinear wavenumber and g is the RR wave [33] . The first phase-matching condition is the traditional RR induced by SPM, the second is the RR from the "conjugate SPM" term (a.k.a.
negative-frequency RR), while the third is the "thirdharmonic generation RR" or simply THG-RR. The last two are the new 3WM phase-matching conditions from the SFG and DFG χ (2) nonlinear terms, here presented for the first time. In quadratic nonlinear crystals, the Kerr-like SPM-RR were predicted [35] and experimentally confirmed [27, 28] , and the Kerr-like cSPM-RR was studied numerically [15] .
For a physical interpretation it is instructive to transform the interaction back to the lab-frame coordinate by using the soliton dispersion relation k s (ω) = k(ω s ) + (ω − ω s )/v g,s + q s . In the SPM-RR case we immediately get the well-known dispersion relation k(ω RR ) = k s (ω RR ) [34] , caused by self-acting 4WM (i.e. "degenerate" [34] 4WM). In the SFG case (the A 2 term), the rewritten phase-matching condition is (7) i.e., SFG between soliton photons at two different frequencies, and where energy conservation dictates ω a + ω b = ω RR . If we take ω a = ω s then ω b = ω RR − ω s . We now show how the second-harmonic generation (SHG) phase mismatch parameter ∆k SHG is affecting this phasematching condition: By expanding the dispersion operator in Eq. (5) around the second-harmonic (SH) frequency of the soliton frequency ω 2 = 2ω s we get
is the group-velocity mismatch coefficient between the soliton and its SH. Clearly, the SHG phase-mismatch parameter ∆k SHG = k(2ω s ) − 2k(ω s ) allows for a tunable control over the spectral position of the RR wave. In a birefingent critically phasemismatched interaction ∆k SHG can be tuned by the crystal angle, while in a non-critical phase-mismatched interaction (e.g., PPLN) ∆k SHG is effectively controlled by the poling pitch. Interestingly, Eq. (8) is identical to the SH nonlocal resonance condition [36, 37] that recently was confirmed experimentally [38] . Thus, in the defocusing soliton parameter range, the tunable nonlocal SH wave in [38] is identical in nature to the SFG-RR wave we predict here. Additionally, the simulations in [30] seem also to show an SFG-RR wave. However, we stress that these previous observations did not identify these peaks as resonant radiation.
The DFG case can similarly be written as
where ω a − ω b = ω RR . Thus, the physics behind this condition is DFG between soliton photons at different frequencies, and it explains why the soliton wavenumber q s is absent in Eq. (6) . Expanding this phase-matching condition around the DFG frequency reveals a relation similar to the SFG case, namely that the DFG phasemismatch can tune the RR spectral position. The DFG-RR phase-matching condition is not easy to fulfill. To see that, Eq. (6) is expressed as
i.e., that the RR phase velocity v ph (ω RR ) is the same as the soliton group velocity. This is equivalent to the socalled velocity-matching condition, encountered e.g. when generating THz radiation in a quadratic nonlinear crystal through DFG [39] . The intuitive explanation behind the THz velocity-matching condition is that the THz carrier wave relies on the different colors of the pump wave having the same group velocity, i.e., that they move as a single wavepacket. Essentially the same can be said about the soliton in the DFG-RR case, because due to the straight-line dispersion of the soliton, its photons will move with the same group velocity no matter at what frequency they are taken from. Matching the phase-and group-velocities is not easy, especially because the DFG process implies that the converted photon is at a lower frequency than the pump photons. This makes velocitymatching virtually impossible, except when the converted wave lies beyond an IR resonance (like the THz case) where the drawback is a very low yield. However, by exploiting quasi-phase matching (QPM) we can achieve velocity matching in the same transparency window as the soliton, and thereby observe the DFG-RR for the first time. Taking a square-grating periodic-poling structure of the quadratic nonlinearity with pitch Λ, the 3WM conditions change tõ
We see that by tuning the QPM wavenumber k Λ = 2π/Λ we can now manipulate the phase-matching conditions and get tunable control over the RR frequency. The soliton we excite here is a bright self-defocusing temporal soliton. The negative (self-defocusing) nonlinearity is created through strongly phase-mismatched (i.e., cascaded) second-harmonic generation (SHG). Essentially the pump wave will experience a Kerr-like nonlinear refractive index n 2,casc ∝ −(χ (2) ) 2 /∆k SHG [19] , and this will compete with the intrinsic material self-focusing Kerr nonlinearity n 2,Kerr ∝ χ (3) . If the SHG phase-mismatch ∆k SHG is made suitably small, and the residual effective nonlinear refractive index n 2,eff = n 2,casc + n 2,Kerr becomes negative, the soliton can be excited in the normal group-velocity dispersion (GVD) regime [k 2 (ω 1 ) > 0] below the ZDW.
The experimental setup was similar to [27] , and consisted of only the pump, a silver-mirror telescope, and the PPLN crystal. The pump laser was a 1 kHz OPA system and wavelengths 1.55-1.85 µm were used, all located below the ZDW of LN. The pump pulse duration was 60 fs and close to transform limit, and was loosely collimated before the crystal (0.5 mm FWHM spot size). Several bulk PPLN crystals with multi-grating structures were used with pitch gratings from Λ = 27.0-31.6 µm, all designed to exploit the large d 33 quadratic nonlinearity; in this range |n 2,casc |/n 2,Kerr ≃ 1.5 − 2.0. The spectrum was measured in the mid-IR (λ > 2.3 µm) with an FPAS-1600 spectrometer (Infrared Systems) with a cooled MCT detector, and long-pass filters were used to selectively cover the 2-6 µm range. In the visible and near-IR range compact spectrometers were used, based in Si and InGaAs CCD detectors, respectively. Figure 1 shows a typical high-intensity spectrum. The pump pulse (80 nm FWHM) has experienced massive broadening, and a supercontinuum is formed spanning over 3 octaves (550-5000 nm). The soliton has clearly broadened to the blue: a "center-of-mass" calculation gave λ s = 1.68 µm, which was then used to calculate the RR phase-matching curves from the expressions derived above. The soliton wavenumber q s was estimated to that of a T s = 10 fs soliton (a typical value from simulations); assuming that such a soliton will have unity soliton order one can use the expression for q s = n 2,eff I s ω s /(2c) [35] and that of the effective soliton order [40] to get
s . By comparing these curves with the experimental data, we identify a number of RR peaks: Firstly, the broad mid-IR peak above the ZDW is the Kerr SPM-RR wave, identical in nature to the recent observations in other crystals [27, 28] . Secondly, a peak is located at 1002 nm. Even if this is close to a QPM phase-matching line (dashed line), we show below evidence that this is indeed the SFG-RR wave. Finally, the peak at 4700 nm is the DFG-RR wave. In [22] [23] [24] , mid-IR spectral peaks were also observed, but by carrying out a similar phase-matching analysis as above we can only conclude that these were SPM-RR waves. In the low-wavelength range there are too many gaps to form a continuum. Many narrow lines were seen stemming from QPM higher-order resonances, e.g., the SHG QPM conditions k(ω) − 2k(ω/2) − m 0 k Λ = 0, with m 0 odd. The plot also shows the result of a numerical simulation [33] , showing excellent quantitative agreement. Finally, we mention that the elusive cSPM-RR and THG-RR waves were not observed. Figure 2 shows how the spectrum changes with intensity. Based on the appearance of the DWs, we estimate that the soliton forms for much lower intensities (at around 50 GW/cm 2 ) than in unpoled LN [26, 27] , which is due to the larger effective nonlinearity as QPM significantly reduces the SHG phase-mismatch. For increasing intensities the soliton becomes more blue-shifted (the black dashed line shows the calculated "center-of-mass" soliton wavelength). This is in stark contrast to the massive Raman-induced red-shift observed in unpoled LN [26, 27] , and is a consequence of pumping close to the ZDW, which makes the soliton recoil towards the blue. The blue-shifted soliton wavelength directly affects all three phase-matching conditions. This blue-shift explains why the SPM-RR plateau red-shifts with increasing in- tensity. The DFG-RR phase-matched RR wave remains more or less constant, but the SFG-RR wave noticeably changes wavelength from low to high intensity as the soliton blue shifts, see bottom plot. Even if this peak lies quite close to the m 0 = 1 QPM line, there is evidence that it is indeed a DW: it clearly follows the calculated SFG-RR phase-matching as the intensity increases and it is also too broadband to be a QPM line; note in contrast how narrow the m 0 = 3 and 5 QPM lines are. For high intensities the SPM-RR plateau flattens, and numerical simulations [33] indicate that this is due to increased pump depletion as well as significant self-steepening during the soliton formation stage. We are currently investigating this further. The visible range contains spectral "copies" of the soliton supercontinuum at the harmonic wavelengths (2ω 1 , 3ω 1 ); this is due to trapped radiation caused by the cascaded (i.e. phase-mismatched) nonlinearities [37, 38, 41] , giving a coherent extension of the supercontinuum into the visible. The simulations indeed confirmed that the supercontinua had a high degree of coherence, also in the trapped harmonic extensions.
The parametric tunability of the TWM nonlinearities gives a mid-IR edge of the supercontinuum output that is tunable, which is demonstrated in Fig. 3(a) where the poling pitch is varied. Note also the excellent agreement with the theoretical phase-matching calculations (see zoom in the inset). The theoretical curves also show the further potential in tuning the 3WM RR waves: essentially the whole near-and mid-IR transparency range of LN is covered, although practically the soliton and the SPM-RR will dominate the 1.5-3.5 µm range. The plot in Fig. 3(b) confirms that indeed a broader tuning range in the mid-IR is possible: the DFG-RR waves recorded in a 20 mm long PPLN crystal with 10 different QPM pitch values. All spectra were recorded one after another so the intensity magnitudes are therefore absolute and can be related to each other. The tuning range demonstrated here has a quite specific importance: as the inset bars indicate, the IR molecular vibration absorption bands that are present in this range are IR stretching modes, which, apart from the well-known band for CO 2 in the gas phase, include the important alkyne and nitrile stretching modes. This degree of tunability is quite unique, and it could be exploited by using an adiabatic change in the pitch along the crystal to give a broader and smoother DFG-RR peak to cover the spectral gap towards the SPM-RR. In the 4WM case the RR position has little or no tunability except in a gas-filled hollowcore fiber, where the pressure may control both the dispersion and the nonlinearity [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, it also requires adjusting the pump power.
Similar to [27] , we isolated the mid-IR DFG-RR waves with a long-pass filter and measured them to be subpicosecond pulses with a significant amount of chirp (this is expected as the RR waves are inherently dispersive). Using a THz camera we measured the isolated mid-IR beam profiles, revealing Gaussian-like shapes (Fig. 3(b) , inset).
In conclusion we have shown soliton-induced resonant radiation mediated by χ (2) three-wave mixing nonlinear terms representing sum-and difference-frequency gener-ation (A 2 and A * A, respectively). These provide a powerful extension of the well-known resonant radiation induced by χ (3) four-wave mixing, in particular due to the broadband parametric tunability of the resonant wavelengths provided by the SFG or DFG phase-mismatch parameters. Our experiment was conducted in PPLN crystals, where the parametric tunability came from changing the QPM pitch. This, combined with the excitation of a self-defocusing soliton, allowed us to phase-match the DFG resonant radiation wave in the mid-IR. The SFG and SPM resonant radiation waves were also observed and the full supercontinuum spanned over 3 octaves (550-5000 nm). Our results could find direct use in soliton-based frequency-comb generation in microresonators [42] [43] [44] , for which quadratic nonlinear materials are currently being explored for on-chip inherent harmonic conversion of the IR comb lines [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . Considering that the standard cavity nonlinear model [48] was recently adopted for the quadratic nonlinearity case [50] , which showed similar nonlinear terms as in Eq. (1) In order to observe the novel resonant radiation (RR) waves, one cannot use the standard nonlinear Schrödinger equation as it only contains the SPM term |A| 2 A. Instead, it is necessary to model the full electrical field either by a forward-Maxwell equation approach [51, 52] or by using the so-called nonlinear analytic envelope equation (NAEE) [30] . In particular the latter has the advantage of modelling carrier-wave resolved dynamics while still keeping the envelope-like equations. Specifically since in PPLN the coupling to the o-polarized component is zero as the crystal is cut for θ = π/2, we can model the χ (2) dynamics in the e-polarized pump at frequency ω 1 in a single equation in the moving reference frame ζ = z and
where for notational reasons we have suppressed the dependence of A on ζ and τ except in the Raman part where it is spelled out for clarity. The nonlinear terms are
2n(ω 1 )c (A.14)
8n(ω 1 )c (A.15)
∂τ is the self-steepening operator. f R is per usual the fraction of Raman nonlinearity and h R (t) the normalized Raman response function.
Neglecting Raman, we arrive at the more simple form
which once self-steepening is removed reverts to the equation used in the main paper. This version is more simple to study, and we note that all nonlinear terms, except the SPM term, have some variant of e iω1τ multiplied onto them. This gives temporal oscillations on the carrier time scale. This is a consequence of the fact that even if this is an envelope approach, then it is actually the carrier that is modelled. We therefore stress that, e.g., the A * Ae iω1τ term should not be confused with optical rectification exactly because the e iω1τ term is being retained. The operator
accounts for dispersion in time domain, which we conveniently evaluate directly in frequency domain as term on the nonlinear terms accounts for carrier-wave oscillations, and the peculiar term
accounts for the phase-groupvelocity mismatch (carrier-envelope phase slip), where
is the pump group velocity and v p = c/n(ω 1 ) is the pump phase velocity. Finally, the + sign implies that only the positive frequency content of the nonlinear term is used [30] ; we remind that the analytical field A is defined over the entire frequency range
Phase-matching conditions for the resonant radiation waves
The theory for the RR phase matching conditions also requires using the NAEE model. The equations will support a number of phase-matching conditions between a soliton at the pump frequency and a linear (dispersive) wave. The soliton envelope is the exact nonlinear solution in presence of SPM and GVD only. Particular to the case we study here, the soliton exists due to a selfdefocusing effective nonlinearity, which given by the sum of the Kerr SPM nonlinearity and the cascading nonlinearity. Let us for simplicity denote it κ
, and the self-defocusing nature of the nonlinearity implies that κ (3) eff < 0. Thus, the ansatz A(ζ, τ ) = F s (τ )e iqs ζ , where F s is the soliton envelope (which is real), q s is the nonlinear wavenumber of the soliton, solves the following self-defocusing nonlinear Schrödinger equation (see also [35] for more details)
eff |A| 2 A = 0 (A.20)
A consequence of the self-defocusing negative nonlinearity is that q s < 0 [35] . Another direct consequence is the requirement of normal dispersion, k 2 (ω s ) > 0.
To find the RR phase-matching conditions, we take the extended ansatz [34] A(ζ, τ ) = F s (τ )e iqs ζ +g(ζ, τ ), where g is the dispersive wave. To leading order we get
The next step is to find solutions for the dispersive wave g. We can make the ansatz g(ζ, τ ) = g ′ (ζ, τ )e iDω s ζ−i(ω−ωs)τ , and after neglecting the nonlinear contributions proportional to F s and F 2 s on the lefthand side, we get the phase matching conditions relating the dispersion on the left-hand side with the nonlinear driving terms on the right-hand side.
For the 4WM terms mediated by the χ (3) nonlinear terms, the phase-matching conditions are well-known [17] 
The first condition is the traditional RR induced by SPM, the second is the "conjugate RR" from SPM (a.k.a. negative-frequency RR), while the third is the "thirdharmonic generation RR" or simply THG-RR. We note that in quadratic nonlinear crystals, the SPM-RR has been predicted [35] and experimentally observed [27, 28] , and the SPM-cRR has been studied numerically [15] . Usually the soliton ansatz will remove the term ∝ F 
casc because we consider the soliton ansatz that solves a self-defocusing NLSE with a reduced effective nonlinearity, Eq. (A.20). However, it does not change anything for the 4WM phase-matching conditions since its phase-matching condition is identical to the SPM-RR case.
In the same way, our analysis here shows that the 3WM from the χ (2) nonlinear terms will support the following phase-matching conditions
We note here that there are no "conjugate" RR terms for the 3WM case: the term A * A is its own conjugate, and the conjugate of A 2 resides for negative frequencies only [30] and is therefore not giving any relevant phasematching conditions for ω > 0 [and also this is why it does not appear in Eq. (A.16)]. Note that the nonlinear wavenumber of the soliton q s is not entering the DFG phase-matching condition Eq. (A.26) because as we show below it cancels out as a result of the DFG mixing between the two soliton photons. We stress that it is not an indication that a soliton is not part of the phase-matching condition. In fact a similar effect is well known from 4WM RR, where in the nondegenerate case of a soliton and a linear probe interacting, q s may also cancel [34, J = +1 case in Eq. (11)].
In all the non-standard cases, the term ∆ pg appears, and it is therefore important to specify that in this context we intend it to be evaluated at the soliton frequency ω s , i.e. specifically ∆ pg = ω s /v g,s − k(ω s ), where v g,s = 1/k 1 (ω s ) is the soliton group velocity.
For a physical interpretation it is instructive to transform the interaction back to the lab-frame coordinate, because this reveals the direct wave-number phasematching conditions. In this connection, it is instructive to mention that the soliton dispersion relation is
For the 3WM we get
Let us discuss these results, because except for Eq. (A.27) they have not been reported in this form before. Exactly Eq. (A.27) is therefore a good place to start: it simply means that the wavenumbers of the soliton and the dispersive wave match at the RR frequency. However, as mentioned above, all the other phase-matching equations have the term ∆ pg and this leads to the ω RR /v g,s terms in the above representations. As we show below, this term represents the group-velocity mismatch (GVM) between the soliton and the harmonic wave of the nonlinear process.
In the two other 4WM cases it is more involved: for the cSPM-RR the phase-matching condition is equivalent to .32) i.e., the RR wave is phase-matched to the soliton evaluated at the negative frequency of the RR wave. The explanation behind this peculiar "negative frequency RR"
is that because an equivalent to Eq. (A.16) exists expressed by the complex-conjugate system, we can express the "conjugate" negaton, i.e., the forward-propagating negaton that solves the complex conjugate equation system, as k c s (ω) = −k s (−ω) = −k(ω s ) + (ω + ω s )/v g,s − q s , and hence k(ω) = k c s (ω) gives an equivalent but positive phase-matching frequency [13, 15] .
For the THG-RR case, we get
which is the 4WM equivalent of an SFG process and for energy conservation we require ω a + ω b + ω c = ω. The challenge for the THG-RR case is substantial: it turns out to be phase-matched deep in the low-frequency part of the spectrum [17] , but nonetheless the analysis here shows that all the contributing soliton photons must have lower frequencies. This perhaps explains why it has yet to be observed even in simulations. Next let us consider Eq. (A.30) that is a result of the A 2 wave mixing term. It is straight-forward to show that it is equivalent to
i.e., the SFG between soliton photons at two different frequencies, constrained of course with energy conservation to give the new frequency. If we expand the dispersion on the left-hand side around the second-harmonic (SH) frequency of the soliton frequency ω 2 = 2ω s , we get
is the GVM coefficient between the soliton and its SH. ∆k SHG = k(2ω s )−2k(ω s ) is the SHG phase mismatch between the soliton and its SH. In [38] we used an alternative route to arrive at a similar result, exploiting the coupled-wave equations for the pump and its SH in the slow-varying envelope approximation. In the theory reported there, we for simplicity only considered up to 2. order dispersion, m = 2 inD ω2 (ω) in Eq. (A.35), and neglected the soliton nonlinear phase q s . The phase-matching conditions were then found by setting the denominator in Eq. (8) in [38] to zero, which is precisely the condition reported above in Eq. (A.35) . Thus, the phase matching conditions reported in Eq. (9) [38] are exactly the SFG-RR phase-matching condition reported above in Eq. (A.35). In [38] we explain the resonances as a result of the "residual" SH dispersion operator experiencing phase-matching, which happens when operating in the regime strongly detuned from the SH phase-matching condition ∆k SHG = 0 and when a soliton is excited. This is connected to the so-called nonlocal resonances, first predicted in cascaded SHG by some of us [36] .
In the DFG-RR case we can rewrite the phasematching condition Eq. (A.31) as
i.e., the DFG between soliton photons at two different frequencies, constrained of course with energy conservation so the difference between them gives the new frequency. When expanding the linear wave dispersion on the righthand side around some low-frequency value ω DFG the condition becomes
where
is the GVM coefficient between the soliton and the DFG frequency. The DFG phase-mismatch coefficient is given by .38) i.e., the DFG wave is a result of 3WM through DFG between the soliton at ω s and the soliton at a detuned frequency ω s − ω DFG . Note that ∆k DFG = 0 (in fact, in a type-0 interaction in a crystal like LN we will find that we always have ∆k DFG < 0 just like we always have ∆k SHG > 0), so the DFG process is heavily phasemismatched. The RR wave will then appear at the frequency where Eq. (A.37) is zero.
The conclusion of this is that we can understand the 3WM phase-matching conditions of the RR waves as a consequence of the soliton not finding direct phasematching because ∆k = 0, and instead some new frequency becomes phase-matched due to GVM and higherorder dispersion effects. Additionally, the phase-matching condition is directly linked to the so-called nonlocal response of the cascaded 3WM [36] , where the RR phasematching condition is equivalent to the case where nonlocal response functionR(Ω), see e.g. [37, Eq. (6)], will have poles in the denominator.
Getting back to the form of the DFG-RR phasematching condition reported in Eq. (A.31), we can write the left-hand side as ω/v ph (ω), where v ph (ω) = c/n(ω) is the phase velocity at the frequency ω. In this way, the DFG-RR condition becomes a very particular requirement, namely that
i.e., that the phase velocity of the RR wave is the same as the group velocity of the soliton. Alternatively it is expressed as n(ω) = n g,s where n g,s = c/v g,s is the group index of the soliton. Such a condition is well-known from THz generation through optical rectification [39] , where it is known as the velocity-matching condition. It is not easy to fulfill this condition because the phaseand group-velocities are quite different even when considering that the RR wave is allowed to have any frequency within the transparency region of the crystal. For a fixed soliton frequency it is possible to achieve velocitymatching, i.e. fulfill condition Eq. (A.39), when the RR frequency is higher than the soliton frequency. This because within a certain transparency region all materials have for a fixed frequency the phase index n below the group-index n g , i.e. that the phase velocity is faster than the group velocity, and additionally both will monotonically increase with frequency. Consequently, the soliton must necessarily look towards higher frequencies to find a wave with an phase-index of the same value. However, through the analysis presented above it is a requirement that the RR frequency is located to the red side of the soliton, ω RR < ω s , otherwise the soliton wavenumbers do not cancel. This requirement practically makes velocitymatching impossible in LN, unless one goes beyond an IR resonance and exploit that on the other side of the resonance in the far-IR transparency window the phase index is sufficiently high to achieve velocity matching. This is essentially what is done in the THz case.
Quasi-phase matching control of the resonant radiation phase-matching conditions
We here exploit the quasi-phase matching (QPM) technique to achieve velocity matching in the same transparency window as the soliton. QPM employs a periodicpoling structure of the quadratic nonlinearity, so we essentially impose a grating structure on the effective nonlinearity that is generally expressed as d eff g QPM (z), where g QPM (z) is the normalized QPM grating function. The simplest and most widely used case is where the grating is a square function that effectively reverses the sign of χ (2) with 50% duty cycle and periodicity Λ. Expressing the square grating in a Fourier series gives
where k Λ = 2π/Λ. We here immediately see the wellknown 2/π prefactor, which is the "penalty" on the nonlinear strength for using a uniform QPM square-grating poling compared to the unpoled case. The general idea behind QPM is that the exponential terms m −1 0 e im0kΛz , m 0 = (2l + 1) = ±1, ±3, ±5, . . ., contribute to the similar exponential terms in front of the κ (2) terms, here e ±i∆pgζ , respectively. In principle there is an infinite series of contributions when written in terms of the exponential expansion. However, we also see that the m −1 0 coefficient makes the higher-order terms irrelevant as the nonlinear strength quickly drops for increasing m 0 values. Therefore it is custom to consider only the first few orders to see if phase-matching can be achieved.
Therefore, using a QPM square grating the 3WM phase-matching conditions change tõ
In principle there is an m 0 term in front of the k Λ . However, we have here used the knowledge that ∆ pg > 0 so that the SFG case needs QPM to increase the right-hand side of (A.41), thus invoking the +k Λ term of the exponential QPM grating expansion, and similarly for the DFG case we choose the −k Λ term. Expressed in the stationary lab frame we get
At this stage, it is a matter of finding the right grating pitch Λ to achieve RR wave phase matching. We should also emphasize that RR wave generation through 3WM is quite powerful because it gives a parametrically tunable RR phase-matching frequency. In the SFG-RR case, one can tune the RR frequency through k(ω); as we have seen above this is essentially the SH wavenumber, and in a birefringent (type I) configuration this gives the opportunity to widely tune the RR frequency as shown in our recent experiment [38] . In the type 0 case we investigate here, QPM is needed to do this, but it still gives a very powerful access to controlling the RR frequency, both in the SFG case and the DFG case. Such a parametrically tunable RR cannot be found in 4WM. The SPM cases simply do not offer this kind of control. While the THG case does in principle offer a similar kind of birefringent control of the TH wavenumber, i.e. the left-hand side of Eq. (A.29), if the soliton forms in a birefringent medium, the THG-RR case is very elusive and almost all relevant cases studied so far for 4WM are fibers or waveguides in nonlinear media that are not birefringent.
Using QPM to achieve velocity matching for THz wave generation has been implemented in lithium niobate [54] (see review in [55, 56] ), but it has to our knowledge not been used to generate velocity matching in the same transparency window as the pump/soliton wave, i.e., in the primary VIS-IR transparency range of 0.3 − 5.5 µm. This would also require a very broadband pump; in the standard case an 800 nm pump is used, and if we want to generate an RR at 5 µm then the pump bandwidth should be around 150 nm, corresponding to a sub-10 fs pump pulse.
Numerical simulations
The numerical simulations of Eq. (A.16) were performed using a plane-wave split-step Fourier method, written in the interaction picture and employing a variable step size ODE solver (ode23 in Matlab). We found a relative tolerance of 10 −6 crucial to achieve stability of the high harmonics. The actual equation that we solved was rewritten somewhat, details can be found in [31, Eq. (31) ].
The challenge of a code resolving the carrier wave is to get the temporal resolution fine enough so that all the (relevant) interacting frequencies have enough temporal resolution. We found that in the system a QPM resonance gave significant radiation around the third harmonic (500-600 nm range), and if the carrier wave of this frequency has to be temporally resolved we should use well below 1 fs time resolution. We typically used a 100 as time grid (corresponding to simulating up to the 25 th harmonic of the pump) and 2 16 or 2 17 grid size. The latter was largely determined by the group-velocity mismatch between the pump wave and the generated supercontinuum, i.e. whether the generated waves remain in the spectral window. Conversely this in spectral domain leads to a requirement of a high spectral resolution, i.e. exactly a requirement of a large number of grid points for a fixed bandwidth.
The simulations used as an initial condition quantum noise seeds corresponding to the Wigner representation (on average 1/2 photon per discrete time grid, see [29] for details). Randomizing this noise seed gave us the opportunity to calculate the complex first order degree of coherence. Fig. 1 in the main paper shows an excellent quantitative agreement with the simulation and the experiment. To achieve this agreement we fixed the Kerr and Raman nonlinear parameters, as found in our recent work [27] : this implies that f R = 0.35 was used and the Kerr nonlinearity was only modified slightly using Miller's scaling to account for the slightly longer pump wavelength used here, giving n 2 = 52 · 10 −20 m 2 /W at λ 0 = 1.75 µm. We then adjusted the quadratic nonlinear tensor strength d 33 within a reasonable parameter space to look for agreement with the experiment, and found that d 33 = 18.0 pm/V gave an extremely convincing agreement, not just for the presented plot but for the entire parameter range explored experimentally. To justify this choice, Shoji et al. [57] originally found for 5%MgO doped congruent LN (1) d 33 = 25.0 pm/V at 1064 nm and (2) d 33 = 20.3 pm/V at 1310 nm (both with 10% uncertainty). Such a big difference cannot be explained by Miller's scaling, and it is not clear why such different values were obtained and which one is more accurate. If we use Miller's scaling to go to the pump wavelength range we used here (1.6-1.8 µm), we should get (1) d 33 = 22 pm/V or (2) d 33 = 19 pm/V, both with 10% uncertainty. The somewhat reduced value we used in the simulations can then easily be justified as a result of imperfect poling or simply just experimental error on the determination of the nonlinearity. Gayer et al. [53] found that PPLN samples from various manufacturers had quite different effective QPM nonlinearities (i.e. Fig. 3(b) was from HC Photonics. The custom-made samples were used for initial experiments to confirm the concept. Fig. 4 shows the results of numerical simulations for an intensity sweep with exactly the same parameters as in Fig. 2 in the main paper. The main differences seem to be that the DFG-RR wave is not as broadband as in the experiment. The SPM-RR plateau is also more structured, but the overall trend is extremely similar to the experiment. The near-IR SFG-RR has interference fringes for high intensities, which we did not see experimentally, although we have to add that the spectral resolution in the experiment in this range is 7 nm so some of these fine features were hard to measure. More striking is probably that just on the blue side of the SFG-RR wave another wave emerges that becomes blue-shifted with increasing intensity. This was not observed experimentally. We also found that in the simulations the TH and the QPM resonances were significantly stronger than in the experiment. Note that simulations using the coupled slowly-varying envelope equations would not show any DFG-RR wave as the DFG term is discarded.
In Fig. 5 the full simulation behind Fig. 1 in the main paper is shown, and the pulse is propagated up to 20 mm length. The soliton forms on the leading edge of the pulse, while the trailing edge has a strongly asymmetric form. This is due to self-steepening of the leading edge, and eventually a soliton also forms there. This gives a pulse splitting effect, which is most likely due to a combination of the competing Raman nonlinearity and strong selfsteepening.
In the experiment we observed that the SPM-RR plateau flattened for high intensities. Fig. 6 gives some insight into this by comparing a medium-intensity simulation, 85 GW/cm 2 , with a high-intensity simulation, 260 GW/cm 2 . It seems that for high intensities the many 3WM and 4WM processes give rise to substantial frequency conversion, especially to high frequencies. This depletes the pump and thus weakens the soliton. This is clearly seen in the time plot, where the soliton at high intensity is much weaker than the input pulse when comparing with the medium intensity case. On top of that, it is well known that close to phase matching the cascading has a significant self-steepening contribution, which increases significantly for high intensities. This again leads to a different dynamics concerning the formation of the SPM-RR wave. We see in the comparison of the spectra at 10 mm that the high-intensity case has a much flatter plateau in the region from 2.0-3.5 µm, where the SPM-RR is formed. It also extends further into the mid-IR. This agrees well with the experimental data. 
